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by Paul Z.Ozarine 

heir reign as NASCAR kings was brief, but to Mopar fans, 
the 1969 Dodge Daytona and the 1970 Plymouth Superbird -T the winged warriors - represent the epitome of Pentastar 
Power. Visually, these two aerodynamic rocketships exuded 

muscle, and left a wake of controversy both on the high banked ovals 
and on neighborhood streets. 

Their origins can be traced to the budding aerodynamic wars being 
waged by Ford and Chrysler on the NASCAR super speedways. For 
years, race teams had devised ways of cheating to gain 1-2 miles per 
hour advantage over their competitors by altering a body line here or 
lowering the front there. It was as time honored a NASCAR tradition as 
the beauty queens and pace cars. NASCAR officials clamped down 

hard in the late sixties, however, measuring and weighing 
every aspect of the cars to ensure no one 

was gaining an illegitimate 
advantage. 
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To counter this, Dodge introduced the Charger 500. Windtunnel 
tests had shown that the stock Charger body, while visually sleek, 
created "dirty air" at speeds over 190 mph. After considerable exper
imentation in the windtunnel, Chrysler engineers determined a flush 
grille and backlight design would clean up the Charger's path through 
the air and enhance stability. And, most importantly, it would beat Ford 
on the high banks. 

Ford, however, had not one but two aces up its corporate sleeve. 
First was the new Talladega, a nosed Torino that could cut the air as 
finely as the Charger 500. Also on line was Ford's new hemispherical 
Blue Crescent engine - the Boss 429 - which, in the Talladega body, 
would lay waste to NASCAR rivals Dodge and Plymouth. As the 1969 
season heated up, it became clear to Dodge management that another 
trip to the drawing board was necessary if they wanted to beat Ford. 

Beginning with the Charger 500, windtunnel work indicated that a 
pointed nose was necessary to cut the air efficiently. Several shorter 
configurations were approached, but in the end an 18" nose ·cone was 
utilized to allow for headlamp placement. To eliminate rear lift, a wing 
mounted on pedestals was designed, however the wing's height was 

Aside from the sheetmetal modifications. all Daytonas and Superbirds have 
one major underhood difference: the brake lines emerge from 

the righ1 side of the master cylinder as opposed to the 
left on all other Mopar B bodies. 

deterrnfoed not so much by the windtunnel as by the marketing people. 
Any height was found to be efficient, however for visual impact (and to 
psyche the daylights out of the competition) the wing was mounted 
high above the rear deck. 

The downward force exerted by the new aerodynamics chewed tires 
up after only five laps on the Grand National cars, and drivers 
encountered severe right front tire rub against the top of the inner 
fender. This was eliminated by cutting reliefs in the fenders and 
mounting reversed scoops over the holes. To qualify the Daytonas 
under current NASCAR regulations, Dodge built 500 Daytonas and 
delivered them to dealers by I September I 969. A Daytona started life 

in the Hamtramck plant as a 
Charger R/f with heavy duty suspension 

and cooling packages, and was available in any color and with any 
option package except air conditioning. Creative Industries in Detroit 
then added the body parts they manufactured for the Daytona, such as 
the backlight plug, the nose and the wing, as well as extending the front 
fenders and the hood. There were two engine choices, the 375 hp, 440 
four-barrel or the 426 cube, 425 hp Hemi. 

The Daytona of Richard Brickhouse spoiled Ford's party at the 
Talladega Speedway, winning the race and sending shock waves 
throughout the Grand National scene. Plymouth, which had refused 
involvement in the initial research, changed its mind in 1969 when 
Richard Petty jumped to Ford and the Road Runner started getting 
stepped on. After considering Dodge's work on the Daytona and 
reviewing some of the inherent flaws found in the design, Plymouth 
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1970 Plymouth'Superpir(! 
Owner-: Billy $chwendeJ~ 
Miami.Fl ,.. . · ·.>•. 

engineers took a similar but different approach to their version of 
the Daytona, which was named the Superbird. 

The Superbird modifications started on a 1970 Road Runner 
shell and included utilizing 1970 Dodge Coronet front fenders and 
hood, as well as modifying the Daytona nose. To clean up the rear, 
Creative Industries installed a bubble-type backlight and fastback C 
pillar modification, which required a vinyl top to cover the 
leadwork. The rear wing was redesigned, with more inboard tilt and 
a broader base. NASCAR had changed the homolagation rules to 
discourage cars like the Superbird, and Plymouth was obliged to 
build over 1900 units to qualify for racing. The option list was 
kept short, and only two interior and eight exterior colors were 
available. The three engines from the GTX lineup were offered for 
the Superbird: the base 440 four-barrel (375 hp), the Six-Barrel 
440 (390 hp) and the 426 Hemi (425 hp). 

The 1969 and especially the 1970 NASCAR seasons were 
glorious ones for Mopar fans, as the winged cars were cleaning up 
on the tracks. Richard Petty rejoined Plymouth, and together with 
teammate Pete Hamilton in the #40 Superbird, they combined for 
eight NASCAR victories in 1970. The domination of the winged 
cars was so complete that for the 1971 season, NASCAR officials 
initiated rule changes that forced teams to install a restrictor plate 
between the carburetor and the intake manifold. Mopar's 426 
engine wasn't the only engine singled out for this plate; Ford's 
Boss 429 also received the restrictor, which used l 1/4 inch circular 
holes to reduce mixture flow from the carburetor. The kicker was 
NASCAR claimed the plate rule·was devised to increase engine 
longevity, while in actuality, the plate was to slow the cars down. 
It also was incorporated to handicap the winged cars by cutting 
their top speed, decreasing their handling advantage, and evening up 
the competition with Ford. 

By the end of the 1971 season, Chrysler's winged warriors were 
gone from the NASCAR tracks. All that remains today are a 
handful of specially built street cars; rolling reminders of a time 
when cost was no object in an attempt to win in NASCAR, not 
only for the sweet taste of victory, but to be known as the builder 
of the most potent musclecars in America. 

1970 Plymouth Superbird 
Billy Schwendel's 1970 Plymouth Superbird is an 84,000 mile 

restored Corporation Blue (also known as Petty Blue) version with 
while interior that has won numerous trophies at Mopar events. 
Powered by the 375 hp, 440 cubic inch engine, the Superbird is 
equipped with the A-833 four-speed gearbox and Hurst shifter and a 
3.54:1 Dana rear axle. Along with AM/FM radio, Billy's 'bird sports 
Rallye wheels on F60x15 Polyglas GT tires. 

1969 Dodge Daytona 
The Lemon Twist Yellow Daytona of Gary Forbus has an unusual 

history. The car was stored in Warner Robbins, Georgia for 15 years 
by the original owner. Since Gary purchased the car two years ago, 
he has cleaned and detailed the original 5,000 mile Daytona. One of 
the controversial aspects of Gary's Daytona is the Six Pack set up 
on the 440 engine. Gary has documented from the dealer that the 
original owner sprung for the dealer to install the trio of Holley's in 
place of the single Carter, making his Daytona the only known 
legitimate Six Pack equipped version, as Dodge did not offer it as 

· an option. Other accessories include power windows, AM a-track, 
power seat and wood grain steering wheel. 

WINGED THING PRODUCTION 
1969 Dodge Daytona 503 
1970 Plymouth Superbird 1935 

Thanks to Gary Forbus and Billy Schwendel for their assistance 
in preparing this article. Our thanks also to the South Florida Mopar 
Club. 

B 
ecause the Superbird and the Daytona share the same 
silhouette, it's easy to assume they both have the same 
body components. A closer look reveals the opposite. 
There is actually very little that the two winged cars 

share in terms of specific body parts that comprise the special 
Superbird/Daytona packages. 

During our photo session with Gary Forbus' and Billy Schwen
del 's winged cars, we put the two wild looking musclecars toe to 
toe for a comparison, and then, with the two owners, went over 
what it is that makes these cars unique fr9m one another. 

T H E W I N G ' S T H E T H I N G 
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N?se to nos.e, the Superbird (left) and Daytona appear to possess the same snouts, however the Superbird's proboscis is swept up ever so 
slightly. While the hoods on both cars have the Dodge center crease, only the Superbird's nose carries the crease theme downwards 
between the headlamps. Both were metal construction. _ _, 
~........._....----..,.., 

_I \ 

Dodge ch?se _t~ locate the air inlet in the leading edge of the nose. Plymouth redesigned the 
inlet, placing It in the lower plane of the nose for more efficient cooling. The spoilers on the 
two cars are the same. 

The mysterious air extractors on the winged cars aren't 
so mysterious after all. The rounded scoop on the 
Superbird is for looks only. The Daytona's is taller and has 
a mesh screen covering the hole cut into the top of the 
fender. On the Grand National cars they were both 
functional. 

The chrome A pillar wind fairings on the Superbird are retained with clips and two chromed 
phillips head screws. The A fairings on the Daytona are also chromed, however they are 
retained by hidden molding clips only. 

The headlamp buckets are constructed of 
fiberglass and are interchangeable between 
the Superbird and the Daytona. GE was the 
OEM for the headlamps. 

The Superbird required 1970 Dodge Coronet 
front fenders which were reworked to meet 
the lines of the lower belt line and the nose. 
The Coronet hood was also extended to 
flush up against the nose. Notice reflection 
of brake cooling slots in trim rings. 

While both cars use hood pins, only the 
Superbird retained ttie pin cables to the 
fender extensions. The Daytona secured 
the cables to the bezels. 

T H E W I N G ' S T H E T H I N G 
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Since the wing'~ the thing abourthese cars, a comparison of the two is in order, and here 
some of the biggest differences become apparent. ·The wings, both constructed of extruded 
aircraft aluminum alloy, are completely different. The Superbird's wing is taller than the 
Daytona's and is swept back farther. The 'bird's wing has more area and the pedestal bases 
are wider. The Daytona utilized a three piece tape stripe in one of three contrasting colors -
red, white or black. The Superbird wing was always body color. 

~ ----- . 

Both wings are adjustable. Notice how the 
Superbird's wing (above) is shaped dif
ferently, with the leading edg_e more 
rounded. ,.... 

( 
The Road Runner's backlight was revised by using a bubble-style window and deck cap, which required a vinyl top to cover the lead work 
and installation of diamond-shaped fillers (inset). The Daytona used a plug to seal the recessed backlight, bringing ii up flush with the 
trailing edges of the C pillars. The irregular surfaces around the Superbird's backlight area created an air disturbance at high speeds that 
amounted to an almost 3 mph disadvantage to the Daytona. 

-
- ----...... -· "" . 

~ 
(Left) Because of the lengthened backlight 
and deck on the Daytona, the decklid is 
shorter and can clear the wing when opened 
fully.(Above and right) Since the Superbird's 
deck area is basically stock, the decklid 
doesn't clear, so a box was welded to the 
hinge bracket to keep the hinge from 
swinging up fully and allowing the decklid to 
strike the wing. The wing supports, located 
in the trunk, are shaped differently, with the 
Daytona's laid back at a more pronounced 
angle. CR 

T H E W I N G ' S T H E T H I N G 
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